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Beautiful Addiction, the first release from Knoxville's own The Big Tease, is a sexy and gritty rock album

that exudes enough pop for radio yet rocks too hard for today's mainstream. Come and get teased. 11

MP3 Songs ROCK: Emo, POP: Power Pop Details: Some bands have all the fun... Others just go home

and get a good night's sleep. But with their powerful rock sound and energizing stage presence, The Big

Tease's live shows always ensure that no one's going home early! Over the past year, the group, led by

accredited songwriter Chase Pattison, has been creating a strong buzz in the regional college circuit with

their fresh sound, combining rock, pop, and funk into a power-packed live show. Currently these

Knoxville-based rockers are on the road supporting their new album Beautiful Addiction, a sexy and gritty

rock album that exudes enough pop for radio yet rocks too hard for the current mainstream. Recently the

band has had the opportunity of headlining many of the region's top clubs such as Blue Cats in Knoxville,

TN, The Sophisticated Otter in Johnson City, TN, Nighttown in Oxford, MS, and Retriever's in Statesboro,

GA, as well as performing for fraternity and sorority functions across the region. After establishing

themselves in their home state, The Tease's 2004 tour took them all over the South playing at various

colleges and music halls. Though the band has several catchy original songs, they do not shy away from

the fun pop covers, such as "Hey Ya" by Outkast and "Crazy Game of Poker" by OAR, that have become

staples of their power-packed live show. The chemistry of the band as well as their energetic and

spontaneous performances have made The Big Tease the South's newest favorite rockers. So don't be a

tease... be a Big Tease!
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